43RD ERA (400 – 351 BC): 43RD SIGN ERIANUS “JUDGMENT OF APOSTATES: FIRE”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Eridanus covers a large area: from the left foot of Orion “Captain of Host: Fights Tyranny” towards Cetus “Beast from the Sea: Shaman” then to the nether region of the Southern-most sky.

The brightest star (1st magnitude) at the very bottom is Achernar “The After Part of the River”. The next brightest star is Cursa “Bent Down” and not far past it is Zourac “Flowing”.

There is a loop where Eridanus is pulled East by the foot of Cetus. Satan diverts the River, as if to hold back the Day of Judgment, but he fails: the river flows on its journey down, down to darkest lost eternity without Christ.

Achernar is the 9th most bright star in the heavens. The spiritual number 9 means “JUDGEMENT”.

** Note: the author has a B.Sc. (Hons) 1st Class in Mathematics; received from a University. The author was introduced to the Bible after leaving the Western education system and put his saving faith in Jesus Christ: Belief in God and knowledge of science are not mutually exclusive. **

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Plato was the West’s most influential philosopher. He founded the first school of ‘higher learning’. His pupil Aristotle laid the foundation for science: empiricism (believe nothing unless demonstrated by observation): this is also the core tenet of Atheism.

387 BC Plato’s Academy is founded in Athens: a school of skeptical thought: knowledge of things is impossible: man cannot discern truth and error: we must therefore suspend all judgment.

367 BC Aristotle studies at Plato’s Academy. He will become the teacher to Alexander the Great and made many contributions to science & philosophy. Science was unfortunately joined at birth to Atheism: it seems impossible to have science without unbelief. This is tragic because the pursuit of science is fruitful in human development. Unfortunately, Atheism blazes a path to the Luciferian lie: “I Am God”.

Greek philosophy under the cloak of science teaches men there is no God; result: modern education has produces countless unbelievers. Ultimately: the Western World will go to hell for ignoring the testimony of the Bible & the commands of Jesus.